Abstract: There are various methods to optimize the scheduling systems such as tabu search, genetic algorithms and simulated annealing etc. These methods usually require much less work than developing a specialized heuristic for a specific application, which makes metaheuristics an appealing choice for implementation in general purpose of sequencing and scheduling. Furthermore, a good metaheuristics implementation is likely to provide near optimal solutions in reasonable computational time. Among these Genetic algorithm is believed to be the most vigorous impartial random (stochastic) search algorithm for sampling a large solution space. This study demonstrates a substantial description of various genetic algorithm based techniques and its usage in scheduling and sequencing problem. A review of genetic algorithm and its intricate practices in managing different objective problems and forming hybrid procedures with parameters for scheduling problems have been explored in the present work.
Introduction
A schedule is a systematic plan that generally tells us when things are made-up to happen; it shows us a plan for the timing of the certain actions. That sequence is adapted which gives optimal results or scheduling is concerned with allocating limited resources to tasks to optimize certain objective functions. In all the scheduling problems, consider the number of jobs and the number of machines are assumed to be finite. There are many other parameters that we can control. According to Darwin, 1929 , in the nature individuals are generally harmonized to their surroundings in order to persist in evolution process; in which reproduction conserves those features which make an individual capable enough to compete successfully, therefore the fragile characteristics are ruined consequently. Genes are such units which regulate dominating characteristics by forming sets identified as chromosomes. Over subsequent generations not only the stronger individuals survive, but also their fittest genes which are transmitted to their descendants during the recombination process namely crossover. Metaphors between the mechanism of natural selection and optimization process motivated the evolution of Genetic Algorithm (GA), in which the main objective is to simulate the evolutionary process through computer
Literature Survey
New trends in scheduling theory are to extend results of classical algorithms to models that are closely related to real problems. Even though many results may not be applicable immediately, these new models are at least motivated by industrial problems and have a greater potential for applications. Along this line, several topics have been reviewed in the literature (see for example, Baker and Scudder (1990) about sequencing with earliness and tardiness penalties, Potts and Van Wassenhove (1992) about integrating Scheduling with batching and lot-sizing. Hodgson et al. presented models to assist a production scheduler in determining the latest ready time when the required confidence levels are fixed. To formulate a specific Scheduling problem, the customer typically determines the due date, historical data from similar jobs determine the service time, and the scheduler determines the acceptable confidence levels. Sangalli et al. (1995) suggested three genetic architectures to solve permutation flow-shop Scheduling: a classic GA, a GA with one-point crossover and a GA with initial solutions created by a heuristic method. These architectures are compared with a Tabu search heuristic; the tests, carried out by the authors in 300 different situations, shows that GAs are generally more robust than a Tabu search even if the performance of the latter is sometimes better.
There is another remarkable application has been proposed by Nakano and Yamada (1991) to solve a job-shop Scheduling problem. It is an important example of genetic applications both for the complexity of the problem they are used for and the way the problem is tackled. The solutions are encoded in a binary notation taking into account the job pairs to be worked and the machines on which at least one element of the pair must be worked. The illegal solutions are changed into the nearest legal ones through a forcing operation. Working with all the solutions, rejecting only the illegal ones at the end avoids being trapped into the local best solutions. Their model, tested in several problem configurations, appears to be as effective as the best branch and bound (B&B) search techniques.
In the recent years, a growing body of literature suggests the use of metaheuristic search procedures for combinatorial optimization problems. The committee on the next decade of operations research (Condor 1988) reviewed five search procedures: simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search, target analysis, and neural networks, and concluded that these methods have great potential to address practical optimization problems. Over the past few years, a number of successful attempts have been made to demonstrate the applicability of one of these methods, i.e. genetic algorithm to combinatorial optimization problems. The possible significance of using genetic algorithm compared to other models is that GA utilizes a multiple-solution search technique, requires little or no tuning for a wide range of problem instances, and it finds very high quality optimum or near-optimum solutions within a reasonably fast time.
Genetic Algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanics of natural selection and natural genetics. GAs search from a population of points instead of a single point .In GAs, a solution of a problem is coded to a string or a chromosome. By using operations such as reproduction, crossover and mutation, the string which is fitter than the others get better chance to reproduce. Operators: reproduction, crossover and mutation. Reproduction is a process in which individual strings are copied according to their objective function values (or fitness function). Copying strings according to their fitness values means that strings with higher value have a higher probability of contributing one or more offspring in the next generation. And many more have done their work in this field which have given many new ideas to others also provided a base for the improvement in the existing processes to get the better results.
Results and Discussions
The papers have taken many objectives and solved by various methods and then compared. So, the discussion is divided into 3 parts whose results are in the form of tables made by the observation of the research work done by the researchers by taking various parameters and variables, how the GA works, form a string from a permutation of the jobs. a. Initialization-Choose an initial population P containing M solutions to be the current population. b. Evaluation-Compute a fitness value for each solution of P. c. Reproduction-Use fitness values to selection solutions from P to form a mating pool. d. Recombination. Apply crossover, mutation and any other selected operations to solutions of the mating pool to form a new population, which replaces P as the current population. Table 2 -indicates the list of references, the corresponding methodologies used, and the corresponding platform on which the methodologies are tested. Table 3 -shows these numbered references and various issues such as, the published data taken with which the present methodology experimented or the established method with which the proposed technique is compared, the execution time of the technique, improvement from published result (in percentage), parameters of the evolutionary method (generation number, population size, crossover rate, mutation rate), and the last column presents few words about the corresponding study. For Table 1 .2 -indicates the list of references, the corresponding methodologies used, and the corresponding platform on which the methodologies are tested. Table 1 .3 -shows these numbered references and various issues such as, the published data taken with which the present methodology experimented or the established method with which the proposed technique is compared, the execution time of the technique, improvement from published result (in percentage), parameters of the evolutionary method (generation number, population size, crossover rate, mutation rate), and the last column presents few words about the corresponding study. Thus, the conclusion drawn from Table 1 .1, 1.2 and 1.3 are, a) In Most of the GA techniques are tested on powerful computers due to their high processor speed and higher memory can eventually reduce the computational time of the genetic operations which further implies low computer resource investment. b) The GA is employed with hybridization or significant modification due to the growing complexities.
c) The Efficiency is tested on some common test data taken from conventional Gas and other previous techniques with which the implemented algorithms are compared. Also in some comparison results are taken directly. d) Around 50% of the papers, they convey information about computational time of the algorithm to perform the experiments. e) The general trend of selection range of GA parameters are, Generation No. 10-1000, Population size 50-500, crossover rates 0.5-0.9, mutation rates 0.01-0.1 and with these parameter values GA is capable of producing good solutions. f) Despite of the fact that these models are capable of producing good results but due to lack of realistic industrial data set these techniques are not fully utilized in solving Scheduling problems. For the word "better" in the tables a value of 30% has been taken in the graph. Thus, from the study presented in this article, followings things are summarized:-(a) The GAs are established methods in engineering optimization problem, reflection is found in scheduling domain as well. Mid 90s onwards GA is proposed to be a stand-alone tool and also as a hybrid technique and being used rigorously till now in search of better solutions. (b) In the early stages single objective function scheduling was of researchers' prime interest, but in later stage since manufacturing decisions are becoming more complex, so multi-objective GAs are considered by focusing on operational time, sequence.
(c) Due to large problem size, the computational time is a major concern of many researchers, and hence better evolutionary optimization techniques are being proposed accordingly.
(d) Enhancement is reported in the terms of efficiency of proposed technique as well as the computational time. Hence improvement is also defined by a technique producing result similar to published result while consuming low computer resources.
Conclusions
In the present work, a detailed review of recent Scheduling based genetic techniques has been reported. Since mid-90s, GA has evolved as a powerful optimization technique in scheduling and a substantial number of research papers are reported which employed these techniques. A comprehensive list of papers recognized which proposed multi-objective GA model, which is dominating as a solution methodology in scheduling problems since the last two decades. Since substantial research works are already performed with simple GA in single objective scheduling domain, hence research trend is observed in implementing major modifications in GA method, which are capable to outperform simple GA in many instances and the present article reflects a clear trend of using these population based modified methodologies as collateral technique of GA as well to solve multi-objective scheduling. Subsequently research papers are classified based on various issues of GA such as its parameter selection, computer resource usage, hybridization and enhancement from past work.
